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learn the meaning of on time an adjective that
describes something that is not late see how
to use it in sentences from various sources
and contexts on time performance is an
important ingredient however if you re using
the phrase on time as an adverb to describe
when the verb is going to happen the hyphen is
not appropriate for example we will deliver
your package on time your flight will depart
on time find 20 different ways to say on time
along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com when you do
something on time you do it right when you
should you re not too late it s important to
show up on time for a train or it may leave
without you learn the various meanings and
uses of the word time as a noun verb and
adjective find synonyms example sentences word
history and related phrases of time learn the
meaning of on time an adjective that describes
something that is not late see how to use it
in sentences from various sources such as
wikipedia and the cambridge english corpus
learn the difference between on time and in
time and when to use them correctly on time
means punctual while in time means early
enough to have spare time learn the meaning
and usage of the phrase on time which can mean
paying in installments or punctually according
to schedule see sentences from various sources
and a quiz to test your knowledge learn the
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meaning and usage of the phrase on time in
british and american english find synonyms
examples collocations grammar and word
frequency of on time find words and phrases
that mean the same or the opposite of on time
such as punctual timely or late browse
synonyms and antonyms for on time from
different sources and contexts we precisely
track both the location and time of your
employees throughout the day view easy to read
date time stamped actions and interactive maps
showing you employee locations as they check
in track with ontime the dif fer ence be tween
on time and in time is a sub tle one and the
two ex pres sions may some times be used in
ter change ably nev er the less they ex press
two slightly dif fer ent ideas in time early
enough not late on time punctually according
to the schedule time is displays exact
official atomic clock time for any time zone
more than 7 million locations in 57 languages
learn when to use on time or on time with or
without a hyphen see how to capitalize time in
titles and alternative expressions for on time
get tokyo s weather and area codes time zone
and dst explore tokyo s sunrise and sunset
moonrise and moonset exact time now time zone
time difference sunrise sunset time and key
facts for tokyo japan historic present and
future dates for daylight saving time and
clock changes time changes between years 2020
and 2029 in japan tokyo are shown here today
we talk with tokyo s train and bus staff and
learn a bit about how their subway system is
is kept on time clean safe learn how to use at
on and in with different points and periods of
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time and avoid common mistakes see examples
explanations and contrasts with other
prepositions on time delivery is here to meet
your local delivery needs 24 hours a day 7
days a week our customers choose us for a
variety of reasons we offer competitive
pricing advanced dispatch technology and
personalized service with a smile from our
professional drivers and dedicated support
team



on time definition in the
cambridge english dictionary

May 18 2024

learn the meaning of on time an adjective that
describes something that is not late see how
to use it in sentences from various sources
and contexts

adjectives on time vs on time
english language

Apr 17 2024

on time performance is an important ingredient
however if you re using the phrase on time as
an adverb to describe when the verb is going
to happen the hyphen is not appropriate for
example we will deliver your package on time
your flight will depart on time

20 synonyms antonyms for on
time thesaurus com

Mar 16 2024

find 20 different ways to say on time along
with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com



on time definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com

Feb 15 2024

when you do something on time you do it right
when you should you re not too late it s
important to show up on time for a train or it
may leave without you

on time definition meaning
merriam webster

Jan 14 2024

learn the various meanings and uses of the
word time as a noun verb and adjective find
synonyms example sentences word history and
related phrases of time

on time english meaning
cambridge dictionary

Dec 13 2023

learn the meaning of on time an adjective that
describes something that is not late see how
to use it in sentences from various sources
such as wikipedia and the cambridge english
corpus



on time vs in time what is the
difference woodward english

Nov 12 2023

learn the difference between on time and in
time and when to use them correctly on time
means punctual while in time means early
enough to have spare time

on time definition meaning
dictionary com

Oct 11 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on
time which can mean paying in installments or
punctually according to schedule see sentences
from various sources and a quiz to test your
knowledge

on time definition and meaning
collins english dictionary

Sep 10 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on
time in british and american english find
synonyms examples collocations grammar and
word frequency of on time



on time 26 synonyms and
antonyms cambridge english

Aug 09 2023

find words and phrases that mean the same or
the opposite of on time such as punctual
timely or late browse synonyms and antonyms
for on time from different sources and
contexts

ontime employee manager

Jul 08 2023

we precisely track both the location and time
of your employees throughout the day view easy
to read date time stamped actions and
interactive maps showing you employee
locations as they check in track with ontime

on time vs in time the
difference

Jun 07 2023

the dif fer ence be tween on time and in time
is a sub tle one and the two ex pres sions may
some times be used in ter change ably nev er
the less they ex press two slightly dif fer
ent ideas in time early enough not late on
time punctually according to the schedule



time is exact time any time
zone

May 06 2023

time is displays exact official atomic clock
time for any time zone more than 7 million
locations in 57 languages

on time or on time learn if on
time is hyphenated

Apr 05 2023

learn when to use on time or on time with or
without a hyphen see how to capitalize time in
titles and alternative expressions for on time

current local time in tokyo
japan timeanddate com

Mar 04 2023

get tokyo s weather and area codes time zone
and dst explore tokyo s sunrise and sunset
moonrise and moonset

time in tokyo japan now

Feb 03 2023

exact time now time zone time difference
sunrise sunset time and key facts for tokyo



japan

time zone clock changes in
tokyo japan timeanddate com

Jan 02 2023

historic present and future dates for daylight
saving time and clock changes time changes
between years 2020 and 2029 in japan tokyo are
shown here

how tokyo s subway keeps on
time clean and safe youtube

Dec 01 2022

today we talk with tokyo s train and bus staff
and learn a bit about how their subway system
is is kept on time clean safe

at on and in time grammar
cambridge dictionary

Oct 31 2022

learn how to use at on and in with different
points and periods of time and avoid common
mistakes see examples explanations and
contrasts with other prepositions



home ontime delivery

Sep 29 2022

on time delivery is here to meet your local
delivery needs 24 hours a day 7 days a week
our customers choose us for a variety of
reasons we offer competitive pricing advanced
dispatch technology and personalized service
with a smile from our professional drivers and
dedicated support team
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